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ZUSAi.If\1EN FASS l l: iG 

lnnerhalb der IGP-Kornmission VII ist di e Arbei tS!Tuppe VII- 9 "Spektra1e Ob
jektsignaturen" e:e2'rundP.t worden. Im Vordergrund des auc:enblicklic hen Ar
beitsprograrnms stehen t e rminolosische Prob l emc, vor allem die Fesilegunr; unci 
Definition einer fur die Fernerkundunr; sinnvollen Reflexions groBe , dem Re
flexionsfaktor. We i terhin werden Fraaen zur Reproduzierbarkeit spekt r ale r 
Si gnaturen d iskutiert. 

FUr die Zukunft ware zur Beantwortun:_"; d.i es er Fragen e.in Tes tpro[ ran_rn wiin
schenswert, das ~on mehreren Institutionen unt er wc.itestgehend ~le ichartiven 
Bedingungen durch gefiihrt werden konnt ~ . 

ABSTRACT 

Witt:in ISP Commission VII, t he Working Group VII - 9 "Spectra l Signatur es of 
Objects" was founded. The principal items of the present working proerarmne 
are terminolo2: ical problems, in particular the determination and definit ion 
of a reflection quantity adequate for remote sens ing, the r efl e ctance fac
tor. I n addition, questions of the repeatability of spectral s i ~natures are 
discussed. 

To answer these questione> it is suggested to set up a test pro zramme which 
could be carried out b~ several institutions under conditions which are as 
similar as pos s ible. 

RESUME 

Le groupe de travai l VII- 9, portant la denomination de "si gnatures s:rec
trales des objets", a ete fonde au sein de la Commission VII de la S.I.P. 
Au premier plan du pro r ramme actuel de t ravail figur e nt des problemes ter
minologiques, surtout l e probleme d'etablir et de definir une quantite de 
reflexion raisonnable pour la te ledet cction, le fac teur de refle xion . On 
discute en outre des probl emes quant a la reproductibilite de si~natures 
spectrales. 

Il se rait. souhaitabJe pour l'a-.-enir d'etablir un proerrarnme de test qul pour
rait etre execute par plusieurs institlJtions a des conditions aussi iden
t iques que possib le. 
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REPOR;r OF THE ISP \/ORKIIIG GROUP VI I - 'I 

"Spectral Signatures of Objec t s" 

1 . OBJE(;TJVES OF WORKING GROUP VII-9 

On the in itiat i ve of th e fres ident of I SP Commission VII, Prof. Dr. G. Hil
debrandt, Freibur ::/Br ., Working Group Vll-9 "Spec t r al Signatures o f Objec ts" 
was found ed a ft er th e 13th ISP Congress held in H~ lsinki in 1976. One reason 
for founding t hi s Work i ng Group was the increased application of sp~ctral 
signatures for classificat i on ta~ks in im~~e processing. Anoth ~r re ason was 
t o ac hieve as earl." as possible - to a l imited extent - a standardization of 
meaJuring methods and measures. The latter one Jeemed part i cularly important 
in view of the fact th~t photogrammetry as well as remot e sen~ ing call to an 
increas ine: de gree for the interdisciplinar" coope rat ion of scientists from 
disciplines a s diff e r ent as agricul tur e , forestry, physics, hydrology, geo
sc i ences, etc. 

2 . TERJ.!INOLOGY 

One of t he first efforts of the Working Group was to determine - with con
tribution of a lar ge group of interested people and in clos es t connection 
y i tb_ a_] _re_n~rly. _E?_~i_stj._n_g__i2:!_t_f'r_n_B:_t i_()_n_a] __ ::;_t a n.<iaT<!:?. - an a de quate reflec tion quan
tity and to define the concept " spectra] s i gnature". 

? .1 Reflectance Factor R 

In remote SPnsing applications, the r eflected radiation is ~enerally meas
ured with instruments havint: a rath er small f i eld of view to get more or 
less directional r e flection quant i ti es. Due to the fact that the resulting 
reflect ion properties depend on the angJe of view of the instrument over 
which they are averaged, i t makes a difference whether th e angle of view of 
the instrument is 1 mrad or 100 mrad. Howe·.'er, usually both meas urements are 
called dir ec ti onal and are compared to each other aj if they were made with 
the same instrument. That is the main reason why we recommend to avoid the 
direct ional geometry and to use the conical geometry whi ch will probably be 
better suited to remind investigators to spe cify the angle of view of their 
instruments to make comparisons of r es ults more reliable. 

Another reason to do so is the termino logy. Th e directional reflection quan
t ity i n use i s usuaJ.l" denoted in two different ways . It is either called 
( r efl ection) radian~ e facto r (C IE 1, DIU2 , Kondraty~v3 ~ or ~ir ect i onal re
flecta nce factor (Nlcodemus 4 , IAIIA.P/RCS ) . Because 1t 1s s t1 ll ope n whether 
t he re wi ll be 3. compromise, the use of the term reflectance factor, connect
ed to t he coni cal geometry, avoids th e discrerancy between t he two terminol
og,- s ;;.·stems becaus e i t is used by both systems in the same way f or t he coni
cal geometry. Therefore we recommend the term refl ectQnc e factor for all 
r eal measuring condit i ons except for the hemispheric~l measurement for which 
t h e term reflectance is r eserved, a gain in ac cordance with both terminolop:y 
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systems mentioned above. 

Usually, there will be hemispherical irradiation because the radiation of 
sky and clouds cannot be neglected compared to the sun's irradiation. Split
ting of the reflection properties for different cones of the irradiation 
which would result in reflection data independent of the distribution of the 
irradiation, is mostly too elaborate to be carri ed out. But because this is 
possible, a distinction between these two cases should be made and it should 
be indicated whether it is a reflectance factor for hemispherical incidence 
or for conical incidence. The latter is the normal situation at laborator·· 
measurements with only one source of irradiation. 

. . 6 2 
As to the symbol we follow the recommendatlon glven by CIE and Din 
and propose the "reflectance factor R for hemispherical incidence" 
as the recommended quantity to characterize hemispherically incident 
radiation and conically reflected radiation as the usual s ituation 
in remote sensing application . 

Its definition, as given by CI E
6 , is as follows: 

Reflectance factor (at a representative element of a surface, for the part 
of the refle cted r ad i ation contained in a ~iven cone with apex at the repre
sentative element of the surface, and for incident radiation of given spec
tral composition and geometrical distribution): Ratio of the radiant (lumi
nous) flux reflect ed in the directions delimited by the cone to that re
f l ec ted in the same directions by a perfect reflect ing diffuser identically 
irradiated (illuminated). 

Herewith, the defining equation of the reflectance factor is 

f~(i\) 
LA.w J cos -0. d D-~' 

n..,. 

( 1) 

where ( ~ , ~ ) denote zenith angle and azimuth of reflection, respectively. 
LA. (Q ) i~ th~ reflected spectral radiance averaged over the solid angle ~ 
with the mean direction(~ , ~ ). 1, is the reflected spectral radiance r 

f h l 
. r r f'I.W • 

o t e perfect ref ectlng dlffuser . If no reflectance standard l S used 
but the incident radiat i on is measured as the irradiance EA.' the reflectance 
f~ctor R (A.) is obtained "?Y substituting Lf.-.w by Er.../n ~0 because per defini 
tlon E = n · ~ · 1, wlth ~ = 1 steradlan A 0 tcW 0 

This yields 

RrA.) = 
Jr .Do· Li\t (.Or) 

EA 
(2.) 

Measurements using equation (1) require a calibrated reflection standard 
whi ch fills the field of view of the instrument totally . But only the rela
tive response characteristic of the instrument must be known , if the field 
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of Vlew of the instrum2nt (not necessarily the direction of view) lS kept 
constant f or both measurements. 

Measur ements usinz equation (2), however, require t he knowledge of there
fl ected radianc e and of the irradiance in absolute uni ts because they cannot 
be measured with the same ins trument due to the differing fields of view 
necessary for the two measurements . 

We do not recommend any argument or index to the symbol R because the spec i 
fic ation of the situati on of measurement incorporates t oo many points to de
not e them as arguments or indices. In the fo llowin~, a recommendation of 
spec i fications is g iven to make comparisons of di ffer ent measurements more 
reliable . 

I t should be speci fied : 

a) surface : 

type (spec ies), compo s i tion, slope and exposition to sun, linear or non
linear texture and its azimuth difference to sun, period length (the mean 
dis t ance of the dominant features of a s urface, as, e . g. the mean dis
tance of t h e trees i n case of a f orest ) , age, growth heiEht, growi ng sta
t us, t ime of the seasons, 

b) conditions of measurement: 

pos i tion of s un, direct sun or not, degree o f cloudiness, wind, wind 
speed, r elation of direct sun to global radiation, atmospheric turbidity, 
air temperature and humidity, mean zenith (nadir) angle and azimuth dif
f erence to sun of the direction of view, height of the instrument over 
ground, date and time of measurement, environmental factors affecting the 
spectral prope rties, 

c) instrument: 

f i eld of view, diameter of fi eld of view at the object's dista nce (com
p~re to per i od length), center wavelength s and halfwidths or bandwidths 
of spectral intervals, integration time of the electronics, 

d) reflection standard: 

type ~nd size, calibration values, time laps e . 

2 .2 Spectral Signature 

I n order to obtain a definition o f t he concept "spectral signature", it was 
decided at the '78 Fre i burg Sympos ium of Commiss i on VI I to send question
naires t o all members of the Work ing Group . The "mean" r e sult of the answers 
received showed that the definition of "spectral signature" should contain 
two properties : 

- it shall b e a dimensionless relative distribution func t ion and 

- it shall be based on spectral radiation quantities and material character-
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istics respective!~ (e.g . reflectance factor). 

A quantity meeting th ese two demands is listed under no . 45-05-195 of the 
International Lighting Vocabulary published in 1970 . It is called relative 
spectral energy distribut ion with the symbol S(A) . 

45-05-195 

45-05-1 90 

repartition spectrale relati ·e d'energie 

Representation des qualites spectrales d'un rayonn ement 
(description d'un illuminant ) par la repartition spectrale 
relative d'une grandeur enerretique quelconque (flux ener
[et ique , intensite ener~etique, etc . ). 

symb . S(A) 

relative spectral enerey distribution 

Description of the spectral character of a radiati on (de
scription of ~n illuminant) by the relative spectral dis
tribution of some radi ometri c qu~ntity (radiant flux [pow
er], radiant intensity , etc . ) . 

symb . S(A) 

Strahlungsfunktion 

Kennzeichnunc der spektralen Beschaffenheit einer Strah
lung (Beschreibung einer Lichtart) durch die relative 
spektrale Verteilung ei ner beliebigen Strahlungsgrosse 
(Strahlungsfluss, Strahlstarke, usw.) . 

Symb. S(A) 

repartition spectrale (d'une rrandeur energetique: flux 
energetique, intensite energetique, etc.) 
Densite spectrale de la grandeur energetique en fonction 
de la longueur d'onde . 

Note : On utilise generalement la repartition spectrale 
relative, c'est-a-dire la densite spectrale de la grandeur 
energetique mesuree par rapport a une valeur arbitraire 
de cette grandeur. 

spectral distribution (of a radiometric quantity: radiant 
flux [power], radiant intensity, etc . ) 
The spectral concentration of the radiometric quantity as 
a function of wavelength. 

Note : Commonly the relative spectral distribution is used, 
i . e. the spectral concentration of t he radiometric quantity 
measured in terms of an arbitrary value of this quantity . 

Spektrale Verteilung (einer Strahlungsgrosse: Strahlungs
fluss, Strahlstarke, usw.) 
Spektrale Dichte der Strahlungs6rosse in Funktion der Wel
lenlan6e . 
Anmerkung: Gewohnlich wird die relative Verteilung benutzt, 
d.h. die spektrale Dichte bezogen auf einen beli eb igen Wert 
der Strahlungsgros se . 



Because of the wide circulation and international recognition of the CIE-Vo
cabul ary, these definitions served as basis for the following definition 
recommended at the last meeting of the WG VII-9 in Frankfurt/Main in April 
1978 : 

In Remote Sensing "Spectral Signature" is a relative 
spectral energy distribution S(A) of the radiation 
reflected or emitted by an object . 

En teledetection, la "Signature spectrale" est la re
partition spectrale relative d'energie S(A) du rayonne
ment reflechi ou emis par un objet . 

In der Fernerkundung bedeutet "Spektral e Signatur" die 
Strahlungsfunktion S(A) der von einem Objekt reflektier
ten oder emittierten Strahlung . 

3 . FUTURE WORKING PROGRAMME 

The real goal of spectral signature research should be to assist in the 
(automated) classification of multi-spectral recordings . Numerous contribu
tions and discussions held at the Freiburg Symposium revealed, however, that 
this aim has not yet materialized to the des ired degree . 

One way to reach this goal after all could be the following : first so-called 
"basic signatures" of the single objects are determined . This could be done 
either by measurements according to uniformly established measuring rules or 
by a computational mean formation of different measurements at similar ob
jects and under similar conditions . 

Then correction functions for different actual situations (position of the 
sun, growing season, etc . ) are ascertained by means of which the actual sig
natures could be obtained from the basic signatures . 

In order to accomplish this it 1s, however, necessary to determine what fac
tors to be represented by correction functions are of relevant influence . 
Although theRe factors have already been discussed at several occasions (e . g . 
LARS7, Guyotb, Kriebel, Schluter, Sievers9), such investigations have not 
yet found that degree of consideration that would be desirable for spectral 
signature research . 

For this reason it may be advantageous to carry out a joint test 
which is performed in part according to uniform measuring rules but 
which grant s every participant freedom in the selection of the 
object, the time of measurement, the measuring procedures, and the 
instrumentation . 

Such a test could, e . g . be carried out in such a manner that each partici
pant performs during his i nvestigations the following additional measure
ments, or parts thereof, provided these measurements do not form part of his 
measuring programme from the outset : 
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for measurlng the effect of the sun ' s position, 

- measurements at the same object throughout the day, 

for demonstrating the homogeneity and/or the variability of the objects, 

- measurements under the same conditions but at different locations of a 
homoreneous object , 

- measurements at the same object from different distances , 

for determining the repeatability of the measurements, 

-repetition measurements at the same object under unchanged conditions , 

-measurements with different measuring instruments at the same object . 

Maybe such a programme will show how to handle spectral signatures and , 
above all , what to expect of them . 

4. CONCLUSION 

Thanks to the very lively and active cooperation of the WG members there 
have been so many useful and fruitful discussions in all fields that we can 
br i ng the discus s ion on terminological questions to a close and turn entire
ly to practical work and problems . 
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